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ABSTRACT
Numerous digital libraries projects maintain their data collections in the form of text, images, and metadata. While
data may be stored in many formats, from plain text to
XML to relational databases, the use of the resource description framework (RDF) as a standardized representation has
gained considerable traction during the last five years. Almost every digital humanities meeting has at least one session concerned with the topic of digital humanities, RDF,
and linked data, including JCDL.
While most existing work in linked data has focused on
improving algorithms for entity matching, the aim of our
Linked Open Data Enhancer Lode is to work “out of the
box”, enabling their use by humanities scholars, computer
scientists, librarians, and information scientists alike.
With Lode we enable non-technical users to enrich a local RDF repository with high-quality data from the Linked
Open Data cloud. Lode links and enhances the local RDF
repository without reducing the quality of the data. In particular, we support the user in the enhancement and linking
process by providing intuitive user-interfaces and by suggesting high quality linking candidates using state of the art
matching algorithms. We hope that the Lode framework
will be useful to digital humanities scholars complementing
other digital humanities tools. 1

1.

THE LODE FRAMEWORK

The linked open data enhancer (LODE)2 framework is a
set of integrated tools that allow digital humanists, librar1
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ians, and information scientists to connect their data collections to the linked open data cloud. The initial step is
to model the respective collection with some RDF serialization. For this task, tools from e.g. the Digitized Manuscripts to Europeana (DM2E)3 project, whose aim is to
parse manuscripts and make their data available in Europeana [1], can be used. Once an RDF representation exists,
the LODE framework loads the RDF representation of the
collection and provides several components for browsing, integrating, and enriching the collections. In the following, we
describe the three modules of LODE in more detail.

1.1

Content Browsing

The content browser allows to explore the RDF dataset in
an intuitive way by providing a search-based interface that
resembles those of standard search engines. Users can enter keywords to search for entities in the locally stored RDF
serialization of the project content. All the objects in the
RDF dataset that match a given keyword query are categorized according to their types. The search field features
auto completion and allows filtering by type. The syntax for
this latter filter technique is adapted from the typical search
engine syntax which allows searching for terms within a specific site with the command site:url searchterm. In LODE
the user can search with e.g. concept:human Wittgens for
an individual whose label matches the string Wittgens and
which is an instance of the type Human. In addition, the
Lode search interfaces provide dynamic faceted search. The
results are clustered according to the sameAs relations so
that every unique entity is only displayed once in the result.
The content browser is the starting point for navigation to
the following components.

1.2

Content Linking

For the particular applications Lode is aimed at, the user
requires full control over the linking process in order to assure the quality standard of the local RDF repository. Thus,
semi-automated linking tools like Silk [2] or fully automated
algorithms [3] can not be used. Hence, the purpose of the
linking component is to recommend high quality suggestions
from which the user then can select the correct one.
978-1-4799-5569-5/14/$31.00 c 2014 IEEE.
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1.3

Figure 1: Screenshot of the linking interface listing
the linking candidates for the InPhO entity “Ludwig
Wittgenstein”.

At this point, the Lode framework supports linking to
DBPedia [4]4 which is one of the central hubs in the link
open data cloud. In addition to sameAs links, Lode supports different types of links modeling relationships between
individuals, typed (concept), and properties. We utilize as
subsets of SKOS [5] and also include several relations from
the Web Ontology Language (OWL 2)5 .
The content linker performs the following steps to retrieve
and display the linking candidates for a candidate entity E to
the user. First, the linker component extracts a set of search
terms from property assertions of entity E in the local RDF
repository. To identify these terms, the algorithm maintains
an extendable list of the most frequent properties describing
the instance (like e.g. the label).
With the previously extracted search terms as input, the
linking component generates a list of potential linking candidates for E based on two algorithms. Both algorithms are
required to be interactive, returning a result ranking within
seconds. Due to common hashing and indexing techniques
our algorithms’ complexity is sublinear with respect to the
total number of possible instances. The first linking algorithm uses SPARQL queries to search for matching candidates in the LOD cloud while the second algorithm is based
on the idea of exploiting Wikipedia’s link structure to compute, for a given search string, the conditional probability
of a Wikipedia article given the search string.
Finally, Lode extracts context for each linking candidate
to help the user identify the correct alignment without overwhelming her with too much information. The context is
extracted so as to help the user discriminate between entities
with identical labels and names. The underlying selection
process is based on the attributes frequently used across the
RDF repository. Figure 1 shows a screen-shot of the linker
interface.
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Content Enhancing

After a sameAs link has been established, the enhancing
module allows its users to add content from the Linked Open
Data cloud to the local repository. To the best of our knowledge LODE is the first tool which supports high-quality enhancement of facts.
At a first glimpse, the reader might think that this information is already available since the sameAs link allows
to query all available information of this entity from DBPedia. However, some data in DBPedia and other Linked
Open Data sources is acquired with automated techniques
and might contain inaccurate or wrong information. Since
we want to perceive the high quality of the local dataset
at any time, the enhancement process is essentially a verification process, in which a human domain expert verifies
the correctness of facts by incorporating them in his local
dataset.
The main objective of the module is to support non-technical users with an intuitive interface and high quality enhancement suggestions. In our interface the local RDF repository is displayed on the left side while DBPedia is located
on the right side. It avoids overwhelming the user with too
many potential enhancement candidates by presenting only
excerpts of the most frequent class and property assertions.
If the user has decided to enhance a specific class or property value, he can simply drag and drop it to the desired
position. During the drag process, the user gets all possible
drop areas highlighted.
Internally, LODE creates new RDF triples in the local
RDF repository for each enhancement operation. In our example, LODE will add the new triple “thinker:t4132 rdfs:label ’Ludwig Wittgenstein’@en” to the local RDF repository.
By keeping the target URI of DBPedia unchanged, it is easily possible to identify the source of the enhancement later
and, thus, it facilitates provenance tracking.
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